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To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, WILLIAM TAYLOREL
LIOTT, of Orange, county of Franklin, State
of Massachusetts, have invented an Improve
ment in Sewing-Machine Shuttles, of which
the following description, in connection with
the accompanying drawings, is a specification.
This invention relates to shuttles, for sew
ing-machines, and has for its object the im
provement of the devices for holding the bob
bin in place, and permitting its easy applica
tion and removal.
The bearing for the bobbin in the heel of
the shuttle is attached to a rod fitted to slide
longitudinally in the body of the shuttle and
to be rotated therein, and the rod provided
with a head is acted upon by a spiral Spring
which surrounds it so as to move it in that

direction which will keep the heel-bearing

drawn toward the center of the shuttle.

Figure 1 represents in top view and partial
section a shuttle provided with my improve
ment; Fig. 2, a side elevation, also partially
in section; Fig. 3, an elevation of the heel of
the shuttle, the heel-bearing being shown
turned out in dotted lines as for the removal
or introduction of a bobbin; and Fig. 4 is a
detail showing the method of connecting the
end of the tension-spring with the shuttle.
The shuttle body or shell a may be made in
any usual way, so as to leave the heel of the
shuttle-body open. Parallel with the opening
for the reception of the bobbin b, as in Fig. 1
is made a passage or chamber, c, for the re
ception of the headed rod d, the forward end
of which is extended through a bearing, e, and
has fixed to it the heel-bearing plate f for the
bobbin b, the said heel-bearing being shaped
to fit within the open end of the shuttle, and
being shortened to leave a tip, 3, to be caught
by the thumb or finger nail when the said heel
bearing is to be drawn out longitudinally from
the end of the shuttle, so as to be turned with
the rod d, and permit the said bearing to oc
cupy a position as in dotted lines, leaving the
heel end of the shuttle or the bobbin-receiving
opening therein, entirely unobstructed. This
bearing-plate f has at its inner face a small
depression suitable to receive the journal at

3.

one end of the bobbin, while the bobbin

as

journal at its other end is received by and held
in a like depression in the shuttle-body, all as
usual. This headed rod is surrounded by a
spiral spring, g, which, acting upon the head
of the said rod and resting against the bear
ing-wall e, serves to keep the heel-bearing
plate pressed toward the shuttle and within
the shuttle-body when the bearing-plate is
turned, so as to enter the opening at the heel
of the shuttle.
The slack of the shuttle-thread is taken up

by the guard h, about the curved edge of which
Tension on the thread is produced and regu
lated by means of the tension-spring i, having
its end 4 bent and shouldered as at 10, Fig. 4
and entered into a suitable hole in the shuttle
body, the bent end of the Spring acting as a
pivotal point for it.
The eccentric-headed screw k acts to regul
late the pressure of the said spring i toward a
flat part or Wall, l, of the said shuttle-body next
the vertical face of the shuttle, between which
and the spring the threadlis drawn. The spring
i is slotted, as shown, to obviate the use of
eyes, and the slots are so made as to leave a
T-shaped head, n, about which the thread is
easily passed, the prongs 8 of the said head
preventing the escape of the thread.
The head of the Screw is so located as to be
turned by means of a screw-driver to adjust
the tension without removing the shuttle.
I do not broadly claim a shuttle-bearing or
bobbin-holding plate adapted to be turned
aside axially to uncover the bobbin-receiving
opening in the sald shuttle; nor do I claim,
broadly, a spring pressed or held plate to act
upon one end of a bobbin, as disk-bobbins
have been so held within rotating hooks.
I claim
1. The shuttle-body open at its heel end
and provided with a passage or chamber, c,
parallel with the bobbin-receiving opening in
the shuttle, combined with the rod d, spiral
spring, and heel-bearing, the said heel-bear.
ing being provided with a ledge, 3, and being
adapted to be drawn out longitudinally from
the shuttle-shell and to be turned aside ax
ially to permit the removal or insertion of the
bobbin, all substantially as described.
the thread travels as usual.
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2. The shuttle-body provided with the flat In testimony whereof I have signed my
name to this specification in the presence of
its vertical face, combined with the eccentric two subscribing witnesses.
WILLIAMT, ELLIOTT.
headed adjusting-screw and the tension
spring i, provided with the T-shaped head Witnesses:
and bent end to form the pivotal point for the
R. D. CHASE,
faced wall l at that side of the shuttle next

spring, substantially as described.

A. H. BATES.

